1) Discussion of applying groups

- all are set to go, except one (waiting on letter of support)

- **MITea**: Tea drinking group. They've had 5 tea parties in Baker from people across campus. Tea should be it's own thing. They've been using their own money so far. Want funding for those sorts of things. Need space to store. Recommendation: Recognize w/ unfunded. Yes: 8. Final: Recognized unfunded.


- **Club Tennis**: Club Sports Council cannot recognize them because there's a varsity team. Applying for funding. Want to do tournaments. Funding for transportation, space, etc. 3-4K in funding from sponsorships. Unclear about how sustainable these sponsorships would be. Recommendation: unfunded. Yes: 8. Final: recognized unfunded.

- **Cosplay**: Want to get in touch with other groups. Want funding for supplies to be consumed. Recommendation: recognize w/ funded. Yes: 8. Final: recognized funded

- **Cricket Club**: Want to compete with other schools. Waiting for CSC's response.

- **MIT Chile**: Re-recognize. Talk to Colin.

- **MIT Centrifuges**: Recognized funded

- **MITeri**: Nepali group. Want to focus on international dev. projects in Nepal. Want funding for speakers, bbq, etc. Recommendation: Recognize unfunded. Final: recognized funded

- **Society for open science**: applying for re-recognition. President graduated, and no one wanted to keep it going. Then acquired someone to keep it going. Have a grad student who just started his Ph.D. Want money for hold events and speakers. Recommendation: Re-recognize unfunded. Final: re-recognize unfunded.

- **FAP (Food Awareness Project)**: Recommendation: Recognize funded. Final: recognized funded.
- Civil and Environment Engineering Student's Association: waiting for a letter of support. Waiting for that.

- Computer Science and Molecular Biology Student Society (6-7): Recognized sponsor.

- Safer^2: Final: Recognize unfunded.

2) Groups

- This past friday was when they groups should've had everything ready/boards up. Fine or warning? We will warning, fine after another week, boards taken away.

3) CPW Midway

- Saturday, April 13th - 1-3PM

- Rachel will send an email in the next two weeks

- set up app, send out in an asa-official, a day of putting people into booths and setting up map (3-4 people). Wait for email. Add yourself to asa-midway if interested.

4) Colin about UG Dorms

- Why are they not included in the database as grad dorms are?

- Do we have strong reasons? Current, NGE category applies to UG dorms (G dorms are recognized as student groups, and UG are not - they're under Dormcon)

- account lookup should show what the current status is

- color

- search should default to active & nge & suspended
5) LEF/ARCADE reasonable funding levels of food
- Perhaps move to 7 (non-cultural) and 10 (cultural) from the current 5 and 7 respectively

6) Spring GBM
- people will be running. hold office hrs.
- someone should lead.
- adding associate position?
- amending by-laws.